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Abstract 
To improve the efficiency of the straightforward algorithm for general secant methods in several variables, Wolfe 
initiated a fast secant algorithm in 1959, which became very popular in the 1980s and 1990s notably with Brezinski, 
Sadok, and others. However, the condition number of such a fast algorithm increases as fast as the iterations converge, 
which guarantees at most one-half as many accurate digits as used in the computation. In contrast, the condition number 
of the straightforward algorithm may remain bounded, for example, in certain instances of the method-suggested by 
Henrici in 1964 and 1982-to compute Steffensen’s acceleration by means of Aitken’s acceleration. Specifically, the 
present work shows that if the ambient space is cyclic with respect to the Jacobian matrix, then every neighbourhood of 
the fixed point contains initial estimates from which the iteration matrix for the next step remains uniformly nonsingular. 
In particular, for maps of the real plane with no real eigenvalues at the fixed point, Henrici’s straightforward algorithm 
converges stably from all sufficiently close initial estimates. Numerical examples confirm that the straightforward 
algorithm converges faster than the fast secant algorithm. 
Keywords: Condition; Steffensen’s acceleration; Several variables 
0. Introduction 
Steffensen’s acceleration applies Aitken’s acceleration periodically to reset the iterations of 
a transformation of one or several variables: in some instances, Steffensen’s acceleration not only 
speeds up from linearly to quadratically the convergence of the iterations toward a fixed point, but 
also converts diverging iterations into a converging sequence, as pointed out by Henrici [7, 
pp. 116-l 171, [S, pp. 123-1241, [9, pp. 94-961. At each periodic reset by Steffensen’s acceleration, 
the algorithm suggested by Henrici, henceforth called the “straightforward algorithm”, costs 
computations comparable to the inversion of a matrix. A faster algorithm initiated by Wolfe [17] 
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(inspired by Jeeves [ 13]), and henceforth called the “fast secant algorithm”, requires the solution of 
only one linear system at each periodic reset. Besides its economies of computations, Wolf’s fast 
secant algorithm has also enabled Brezinski [2,3], Sadok [12,14], and others to develop theoret- 
ical results on its convergence. Unfortunately, the numerical stability of both algorithms may 
worsen as the iterations proceed. Contrasting the two algorithms, however, the present work shows 
that the numerical stability of Wolfe’s fast secant algorithm will worsen in all cases whereas that of 
Henrici’s straightforward algorithm may remain uniform during the iterations. Thus, the result 
obtained here answers Brezinski’s call for a comparative analysis of the numerical stability of the 
fast secant algorithm [2, p. 3761. 
Specifically, as demonstrated here, the condition number of the linear system that arises in the 
fast secant algorithm becomes inversely proportional to the relative accuracy of the iterations near 
the fixed point. Consequently, backward analysis guarantees at most one-half as many accurate 
digits as carried during the computation. 
By way of contrast, for any number of real or complex variables and in the generic case where the 
ambient space is cyclic with respect to the Jacobian matrix at the fixed point (in the sense of 
Gantmacher [S]), every neighbourhood of the fixed point contains a nonempty open set punctured 
at the fixed point, such for every initial estimate in that set, the condition number of the linear 
system that arises in the next step of the straightforward algorithm remains uniformly bounded. 
As a particular case, for all maps of the real plane without proper invariant subspace through the 
fixed point, the condition number remains uniformly bounded for the entire sequence of iterations 
from all initial estimates sufficiently close to the fixed point. Such a result appears to be the first 
theorem on the numerically stable convergence of Steffensen’s acceleration in more than one 
variable. 
To establish such results, the present work proceeds as follows. Section 1 reviews general secant 
methods and proves the divergence to infinity of the condition number of the fast secant algorithm. 
Section 2 sets up the necessary notation for several variants of the straightforward algorithm for 
Steffensen’s acceleration in several variables. Section 3 states the principal hypotheses and derives 
preliminary inequalities. Then Section 4 proves the main result just stated. Finally, Section 
5 exhibits numerical examples demonstrating how the straightforward algorithm converges faster 
than the fast secant algorithm. 
1. The condition of the fast secant algorithm 
The present section estimates the condition number of the matrix of the linear system solved in 
Wolfe’s fast secant algorithm [17]. To this end, let [F denote any field between the rational numbers 
Q and the complex numbers C, so that Q c [F E C, let n E N * be a positive integer, let D E IF" 
represent any subset, and consider map G: D + F" with a zero at some point Z* E D, where 
G(z,) = 0. 
General secant methods approximate the map G by an invertible affine transformation L, and 
then approximate the zero z* of G by the zero of L. To such an effect, select II + 1 points zo, . . . , z,, in 
D so that the differences z1 - zo, . . . ,z, - z. be linearly independent; thus, the matrix 
z:= (Zl -zo,...,z, -zo) (1.1) 
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has an inverse. Then a unique affine transformation L : F” + IF” exists, with L(z) = Az + b defined 
byamatrixA~M,,, (E) and a vector b E [F”, such that L(zk) = G(zk) for every index k E (0, . . . , n>. 
If the differences G(z,) - G(zo), . . . , G(z,) - G(z,) are also linearly independent, then the matrix 
A also has an inverse, A-‘, and the zero of L, denoted by z, + i, approximates the zero z* of G. 
As just described, general secant methods require the solution of n linear systems 
A. 2 = G(z,) - G(zk- i) for the n columns of A, with the same matrix Z for all systems, followed by 
the computation of b = G(Q) - Azo, and finally the solution of the system AZ, + i = -b with the 
matrix A. Such a straightforward algorithm involves the following number of multiplications and 
divisions [ 111: 
( ;+nq > ( +n2+ ; +1.+ +3+2n2_3n. > 
In contrast, the fast secant algorithm takes into account that the required result consists not of 
A and b, but only of z,,+ 1, and that z,+ i is a linear combination z,,+ 1 = cozo + .a- + c,zn, for which 
the determination of the coefficients requires only the solution of one linear system of size n + 1 
[17] (as reviewed in greater detail for the context of Steffensen’s acceleration in the following 
section), 
fl 1 *** 
\G(zo) %I 1 . . . G(z,-I) Gkn 1. 
followed by the computation of zn+ i, which, for n large 
operations as the straightforward algorithm: 
(1.2) 
.nvolves only about one-fifth as many 
( (n + 1)3 3 +1.(n+1)2-+ > +(n+l)-n=+n3+3n2+yn. 
Despite such an economy of computation, the matrix of such a system as (1.2), with l’s in its first 
row and values of a common function G at different points z. , . . . , z, all near z* in its remaining 
rows, suggests features similar to those of Vandermonde-like matrices studied by Bartels and 
Higham [l], in particular, their large condition number, calculated by Gautschi [6]. To investigate 
such a condition number, consider the so-called “Manhattan” or “taxi-cab” norm, denoted by 11 /I 1 
and defined for every integer m and every z E [F” by /I z I/ 1 = (zl 1 + *Se + (z, (. Then the subordinate 
normbecomesIIAII1 =max{~~~‘=,~a~,i~:j~{1,...,~}}foreverymatrixA~~Op.q([F)[11],withthe 
corresponding condition number ICY (A) = 11 A 11 . II A- ’ II 1 f or every invertible matrix A. For 
example, the following theorem estimates ICY for the fast secant algorithm. 
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Theorem 1. Let y*,yo, . . . , yn be any n + 2 vectors in F”, and consider the square matrix 
Y E &+IM +l)(Q deJined by 
y= 1 1 ... 1 
( 
1 
Yo Yl *** Y.-l Yn > 
‘. (1.3) 
Then 
Proof. Firstly, II Y 11 i = 1 + max { I/ yk I/ r : k E (0, . . . , n}}, by definition of the subordinate norm. 
Secondly, for any two distinct indices k and 1, consider the vector c E [F”+r such that ck = 4, 
c1 = -4, and ci = 0 for every i 4 {k, I}. Then 
1 = IICIll = II Y-’ YClll G II Y-l Ill ’ II YClll 
whence follows (I Y - ’ II r 3 l/II Y c 11 r, where 
I/ycII1 = ll3Yk-3YIIIl =allcYk-Y*HYl-Y*)II1 
~(IIYFYJI + IIy~-y~ll~~~~~~{llyk-y~lll:~~{~,...,~)}. 
The theorem follows by combining the inequalities just established for II Y II 1 and II Y - l ll l into the 
definitionIcl(Y)= IIY IIl./IY-llll. 0 
The inequality just obtained for ICE (Y ) gives an upper bound for the norm of the error II AC II 1 in 
the computed solution c + AC by the fast secant algorithm’s system (1.2), Yc = el, in terms of the 
observed error Ael, through the classical error estimate [15]: 
In the context of the fast secant algorithm, the theorem just proved means that if the points 
y. = G(zo), . . . , y,, = G(z,) all 1 ie within a positive distance E of the sought value y* = G(z,) = 0, so 
that llyk--y*II1 <eforeveryk~{O,..., n>, then xl(Y ) > l/s. Such an inequality has the conse- 
quence that floating-point arithmetic cannot guarantee more than one-half as many correct digits 
as carried during the computation. Indeed, with computations carrying d degits in base B, and with 
E = f BFd12, which means that every yk approximates y* to d/2 correct significant digits, and if 
the observed error on the right-hand side satisfies the inequalities 3 Bed - Bed-’ -c 
II& III < iB-d, which means that it remains undetected and Yc = el to all d digits, in the worst 
case, 
IIAcIII 
II c II 1 
+B-d _ B-d-’ 
1 
= B-d/3 _ 2B-d/2-1. 
Thus, errors that remain undetectable through computations carrying d digits may still allow 
errors in the last d/2 digits of the computed solution c + AC. 
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The inequalities just obtained hold for the application of the fast secant algorithm to every map 
G and every general secant method. In contrast, subsequent sections will demonstrate that, under 
certain circumstances, the straightforward algorithm has a condition number that remains within 
constant bounds as the iterations converge. 
2. Algorithms for Steffensen’s acceleration in several variables 
The present section establishes the notation necessary to explain and analyse several variants of 
the straightforward and fast secant algorithms applied to Steffensen’s acceleration in several real or 
complex variables. As in the preceding section, let F denote any field such that Q G F c @, let 
n E N * be a positive integer, and let D G [F” represent any subset; however, consider a map 
F : D + D with a Jixed point z* E D. Also, with 0 denoting composition, consider the iterations of 
F, starting with the identity, Foe, and proceeding by induction, F”’ = F, F”* = F 0 F, and so forth, 
so that F”’ = FoF”(‘-“. 
In the context just described, Steffensen’s acceleration may speed up the convergence of the 
iterations toward a fixed point by constructing a double sequence (z~,~)~$~~ ,, as follows. With any 
initial vector zo,o E D, and for every k E N, iterate n + 1 times the map F to form the finite sequence 
Zk,o,Zk,l := F(zk,o)> Zk.2 := F(zk,d, ... ,Zk,n := F(Zk,n- I), Zk,n+ I := f%k,n). (2.1) 
If the differences zk,[+ 1 - &[ are linearly independent, then construct a matrix Azt,,, intended to 
approximate F linearly near the fixed point z* by the solution of the systems 
A,~,,,(Zk,O - z,) = zk,l - zz+c, 
&,,,(Zk,n - * &+c)=Zk,n+l -z*. 
(2.2) 
To eliminate the unknown fixed point z*, either subtract the first equation from each of the 
subsequent n equations, which gives 
A,&k,l - Zk.0) = Zk,2 - Zk.1, 
Az,,,(Zk,n - ’ 
(2.3) 
Zk,O) = Zk,n+ 1 - Zk,l 
exactly as in the fast secant algorithm reviewed in the preceding section (l.l), or subtract each 
equation from its immediate successor, which produces the alternate systems [7, p. 1151 
A,&k,l - zk,O) = Zk,2 - Zk,l, 
Az,,,(Zk,n - ’ Zk,n-1) = Zk,n+l - Zk,n. 
(2.4) 
Still alternatively, a slightly different algebraic derivation leads directly from (2.2) to systems for the 
matrix (I - A,_) or its inverse: 
tz - Azt,,)(Zk,l - Zk.0) = (zk.1 - Zk,O) - (Zk.2 - Zk,l), 
(1 - &,)(Zk,n - zk,O)‘= (Zk,n - zk.0) - (Zk,n+ 1 - Zk,l), 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
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again with the same matrix Z as in the fast secant algorithm (l.l), or 
(1 - &)(Zk,l - Zk.0) = (Zk.1 - Zk,cl) - (Zk.2 - Zk,l), 
(I - ‘%k,,,)(Zk.n - zk,.-;) = (Zk,n - Zk,n- 1) - (Zk,n+l - Zk,n), 
with the system and right-hand side matrices 
kk,O:= (Zk.1 -Zk,O,***,Zk,n -Zk,n-I), 
- A2Zk,o := &k, 0 - AZk, 1. 
A yet alternate derivation produces (I - A,,,,)-r directly, by solving the n systems 
(1 - &,o)-‘&,oz = - kk.0 (2.7) 
as in [7, p. 1161, which requires 4 n3 - 3 n operations. 
Having solved either of (2.3)-(2.7), define the first element z k+ r, o of the next finite sequence 
Zk+l,O,bk+l,l =~(Zk+l,O),...,Zk+l,n+l =F”(n+l)(Zk+l,O) by 
zk+l,O:= Zk,O + tz - Az~,c,)-l(Zk,l - zk,O)* W-9 
Notice that the definition of zk+ 1, o amounts to applying one step of Newton’s method to the 
equation F(z) - z = 0, with (A,,,, - I) approximating the Jacobian matrix of G:= F - Z by 
a general secant method [16]. 
For the present purposes, the “straightforward algorithm” for Steffensen’s acceleration consists 
of solving any of (2.3)-(2.7), and then applying (2.8). Besides such straightforward algorithms, the 
fast secant algorithm applies verbatim to compute A,&,, in place of (2.3). The right-hand side of the 
more economical version (2.5) also lends itself to a fast secant algorithm after the following 
modification. At the core of the fast secant algorithm lies the fact that because 
(Zk,l - Zk,O), **+ ,(Zk,n - zk,O) form a basis of [F”, coefficients co, . . . , c, E [F exists such that 
zk+l,O - zk,O = i Ci(Zk,i - zk,O)* (2.9) 
i=O 
Hence, after substitution of the linear combination just obtained into the equation 
zk.1 - Zk,O = (I - A,,,)(z k+ 1,o - zk,O), lengthy but straightforward algebra shows that imposing the 
additional condition that co + ... + c, = 1 guarantees that (2.9) holds if, but only if, 
1 1 1 . . . 1 1 
2zk,l - zk,O Zk.2 i&3 
. . . zk,n Zk,n+l 
co 
Cl 
G-1 
C, 
1 = 
zk.1 
(2.10) 
Observe that the matrix Y of the system Yc = (1,~~)~ just obtained, (2.10), shares the same 
characteristic as the matrix Y defined by (1.3) for the system (1.2): if all the iterates lie near the fixed 
point z.+, then so does 22 ,‘I - zk,O = zk,l + (z&l - z&O) in the first column, and Theorem 1 applies 
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to the matrix in (2.10), which then has a large condition number, regardless of the map F or the 
initial estimate zk,o near z*. 
In contrast, all the straightforward algorithms just listed involve solving y1 linear systems with the 
same type of matrix AZ k,O in (2.4) or (2.6), or its variant Z in (2.3) or (2.5), and one additional linear 
system with the matrix (I - Azk,) in all variants but (2.7). Under certain conditions on the map F, 
the condition number of such linear systems remains bounded during the computations, as 
demonstrated in the following sections. _ 
3. Hypotheses and preliminary inequalities 
The principal hypotheses necessary for 
following ones. 
the main results of the present work to hold are the 
Hypotheses. Let [F E {R, C> denote the field of either the real or the complex numbers. 
(Hl) Consider a map F : D + D with a fixed point z* in the interior of D s [F”. 
(H2) Assume that F is differentiable at the fixed point z*, with a Jacobian matrix J, E Ml,,,(F) 
such that (1 - J,) has an inverse. 
(H3) Assume that [F” is cyclic with respect to J,, so that a vector z E IF” exists for which 
z,J*z,..., Ji- ‘z are linearly independent over [F. Equivalently, this means that the characteristic 
and minimal polynomials of J, coincide, as proved by Gantmacher [S]. 
(H4) Assume that F is continuously differentiable in an open set D. 
(H5) Assume that the Jacobian matrix J, has an inverse. 
The hypotheses just stated have the following immediate consequences, listed here for sub- 
sequent references. 
Consequences. 
(Cl) At the fixed point z* every iteration F”’ has the Jacobian matrix Ji. 
(C2) For every positive number E a positive number &, exists such that for every index 
1 E (0, . . . ) n + l} and for every z E D with 0 < llz - z* 11 < l&, 
II(F”‘W -z,) - J’,(z -z,)II 
I/z - z* II 
< E. 
Though technical, the following lemmata will form the basis for the main results. For notational 
convenience, let 6, := min {&,: 1 E (0, . . . , n + l} }. Also, for every map T : D + D, and for every pair 
of distinct vectors W, z E D, define a matrix MT,w,r by 
M 
z-w T(z) -IV T”+‘)(z) _ ,,, 
llz--w(J’ Ilz-w/l’...’ (lz--WI1 . 
In the sequel, w will play the role of a computed substitute for z*, typically w = z&O, and z = F(w), 
typically z = zk, 1. 
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Lemma 1. Under hypotheses (Hl) and (H2), f or every positive number E, for every index 1 E N and 
for every vector z E D such that 0 < I/z - z* I/ < c?~,~, the following inequality holds for any norm I( 11: 
IW’k) - Zh II < (1 J’ ll + E 
I/z - z* II * * (3.1) 
Moreover, for the taxi-cab norm, for every z such that 0 < II z - z* II 1 -C 6,, the matrix MF,~,,~ saris- 
fies the inequality 
z - z* F(z) -z* F-q,) -z* 
lb-z*ll1’IIz-Z*llI”“’ IIZ -z* Ill I 
<max{IIJ~III:l~{O ,..., n-l}>+&. (3.2) 
1 
Proof. Use the differentiability of F at z* and the triangle inequality: 
ll~“‘(z) - (z*)II < II(~“‘(z) -z*) - J’,Cz -z*)II + llJ’,(z -z*)II <E + 
IIZ--*II ’ I/z - z* II llz - z* II 
IIJl II * . 
Applying the inequality just obtained with II II 1 to each of the columns of MF,r*,r and taking the 
maximum over all 1 E (0, . . . , n - l} then yields the second inequality. 0 
On the basis of the inequalities just obtained, the following lemmata provide some initial 
estimates for the condition number of the matrix 2 in (1.1) common to the straightforward 
algorithms listed in the preceding section. To this end, for each matrix A E Ml”,,(lF) and for each 
positive number s, consider the following matrix MA,e,,t and set UA,s: 
M A,z,,r := 
z - z* 4 -z*) An-Vz -z*) 
lb--*II Hz-z*ll”“’ llz-z*ll > ’ 
u A,s:= {z: z E [F” and z # z* and ldet MA,L*,L I > s>. 
By Gantmacher [S, p. 206, Satz 41, a positive number s exists such that U,,, # 8 if, but only if, the 
characteristic and minimal polynomials of A coincide with each other. The following lemma 
generalizes such a property to differentiable transformations. 
Lemma 2. Under hypotheses (Hl)-(H3), a positive number s exists such that UJ+,s # 0, and such that 
for every number r in the open unit interval 10, l[ a positive number pS,, exists, such that for every 
z E UJ*,S for which 0 -C IIz - z* /I -c A,,, the following inequality holds: 
l,:I::ll,~l”i,l;,...,~ ““-‘W-z* 
>I 
> rs 
llz--*II * (3.3) 
Moreover, a positive number f3L.r exists, such that $ II w - z* II < &,,. and 0 < 11 z - Z* II < f&, then 
(3.4) 
Proof. Firstly, set E:= 1 in the first inequality of the preceding lemma, so that every column 
(F”‘(z) - z,)/llz -z* II ofW&,,,, I lies within the taxi-cab ball B1 (0, R) with center at the origin 
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and radius R:= 1 +max(IIJ!J1: 1~(0,... , n - l}>. By uniform continuity of the determinant 
det : M,,,(F) = (P) + F on the compact set K := &‘Z,’ B1 (0, R), for every positive number 
q a positive number y4 exists such that IdetA - detB ( < y for every pair of matrices A, B E K for 
which IlA - Bill < y,,. 
Secondly, let y := (1 - Y)S, let E := min { 1, yg}, and let ps,, := min {R, S,}. If 0 < 1) z - z.+ /I 1 < ps,,, 
then inequality (C2) holds, and, with it, inequality (3.1) of Lemma 1, but here with E < y,,; thus, 
IIV’“‘(z) -z,) - J’,Cz -z* II/Ilz -z* II < 8 < y,,. Consequently, IdetMF,,_, - detM,*,,*,,l < q = 
(1 - r)s. If moreover z E U,*,,, then ldet MF,Z+,ZI > s, and the reverse triangle inequality gives 
inequality (3.3): 
ldet~~,,,,I = ldetM,,*, - detW*,,*, + detMJe,,J 
2 IIdetMJ*,,l,l - IdetMF,,l, -detM,*,,*,lI > s -(l -r)s = rs. 
Inequality (3.4) then results from the continuity of the determinant. 0 
The lower bounds just established for the modulus of the determinant relate to upper bounds for 
the condition number through the following lemma. 
Lemma 3. Let M c kvll,,,(F) b e a set of invertible matrices bounded above with respect to any 
subordinate norm 11 11: a number B exists such that II A I/ ,< B for every A E M. Then the set of 
condition numbers {K(A): A E M} is bounded above if, but only if, the set of inverses {A-‘: A E M } 
remains bounded above, which occurs if; but only if, the set of determinants {det A: A E M > remains 
bounded above, which occurs if, but only if, the set of determinants {det A: A E M } is bounded away 
from zero: a positive number b exists such that I det A I > b > 0 for every A E M. 
Proof. By equivalence of all norms on F”, it suffices to prove the lemma for the Euclidean norm, 
I/ l12. With the superscript H indicating transposed complex conjugation, and with 
0 < A,,,(H) = A,(H) < “* < A,(H) = A,,,(H) denoting the eigenvalues of a positive semi-definite 
Hermitian matrix H in ascending order, II A II: = &,,,,(AHA), [ll, p. lo], and the following 
inequalities hold: 
(det Ai2 = det(AHA) = fi Aj(AHA) 
j= 1 
2 (&in(AHA))” = (lmax(A-l(A-l)H))-n = (11 A-’ lip)-“. 
Consequently, ldet A( 2 11 A-’ I/;“, which shows that if the norm II A-’ II2 is bounded above, then 
the determinant det A is bounded away from zero. 
Conversely, if the determinant is bounded away from zero on the set M, then by continuity it 
remains so on the compact closure &?. Thus, all matrices in ti are also invertible. By continuity of 
the inverse and of any norm II 11, and again by compactness of n;i, it follows that the function 
FUl,,,(lF) + IF, A F-+ I( A-’ )I reaches a maximum on ti, and, hence, remains bounded above on M. 
(Cramer’s rule A-’ = (det A)- ’ A” gives an explicit inequality, but a complicated and here superflu- 
ous one, based upon the entries of the adjoint matrix A”, which are polynomials in the entries of A, 
and hence bounded on M.) 
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Finally, by the definition K(A) = I( A I/ - 11 A- 1 11, the condition number is bounded above if, but 
only if, on the bounded set M the determinant is bounded away from zero. 0 
Remark 1. In practice, and in contrast to Lemma 2, the fixed point z* remains unknown. Instead, 
each new initial estimate &,O plays the role of z*, and z = zk, 1 = F(zk,O) is already a first iteration of 
the map F. Consequently, Lemma 2 then imposes conditions not only upon zk, 1, but implicitly also 
UpOn Zk,O E F - i ( { zk, i } ): for the first iteration &, r t0 lie in the set u,*, s, its preimage i&, o must lie in 
the preimage F-‘(U,*,,). Yet, such a preimage already remains empty in the simple situation of an 
affine map F with a singular (noninvertible) Jacobian matrix J,. Indeed, for an affine map, the 
matrices 2 and L\Zk,O of the systems (2.3)-(2.6) defining Steffensen’s acceleration have inverses if, but 
only if, the ambient space [F” is cyclic with respect to J,. Such cyclicallity occurs if, but only if, the 
Jordan canonical form of J, contains only one block of the form 
for each distinct eigenvalue 1 or pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues [S]. Denote by en the basis 
vector corresponding to the last column of the block. Then a vector z is cyclic if, but only if, the 
coordinate of z with respect to each en does not vanish. If 3, = 0, however, then eA does not lie in the 
range of J, and, a posteriori, neither does any element of U,.,,. Therefore, the foregoing consider- 
ations lead to the additional hypothesis (H5) that the Jacobian matrix J, be invertible at the fixed 
point z*. 
Lemma 4. Under hypotheses (Hl)-(H5), a positive number s exists such that for every positive 
number u the inverse image F- l(UJ,,S n B(z,, u)) is a nonempty open set whose closure contains the 
Jixed point z*. 
Proof. Examine first the nature of U,,,,. By hypothesis (H3), that [F” be cyclic with respect to J,, 
a positive number s exists for which U,*,, # 8. The normalizations in the definition of the set U,_, in 
terms of the affine transformation with matrix J, then show that U,*,, is an open cone punctured at 
its vertex z*: if z E U,*,, and if c E [F\(O), then again z* + c(z - z,) E U,.,,, because all the factors 
c cancel. In particular, z.+ lies in the closure U,*,,, and the set U,*,, intersects every neighbourhood 
of z*. 
Consider next the inverse image F-‘(U,.,,), which is open by continuity of F, as a result of its 
continuous differentiability (H4). With the further hypothesis (H5) of an invertible Jacobian matrix 
J, at the fixed point z*, however, the map F becomes a local diffeomorphism near z*. By local 
surjectivity, for every open ball B(z,, u) with positive radius u, F- '(U,_, n B(z,, u)) # @. Further- 
more, by continuity of F-r near z*, for every pair of positive numbers u and v, 
B(z,,v)nF-‘(U,.,,nB(z*,u)) #!8. 0 
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Finally, the last lemma shows that as w = zk,O tends to z* while remaining within a suitable 
punctured open set about the fixed point z*, the matrix I& of the straightforward algorithm tends 
in norm to the Jacobian matrix J,. 
Lemma 5. Under hypotheses (Hl)-(H3), a positive number s exists such that U,t,,s # 8 and for which 
the following limit holds in UJ,,S: 
lim II 4 - J, II = 0. 
Proof. Firstly, select any suitable positive number s and any number Y E 10, l[ and apply Lemma 2, 
SO that uJ*,, # 0, and Lemma 4, and so that if 0 < II w - z* II < /?L,r and z = F(w), with z E U,*,,$ and 
0 < II z - z, II < /&, then the matrix A, exists. By Lemmas 2 and 4, from w E uJ*,, also follows that 
the matrix 2 of the system (2.3) defining A, has bounded inverse and condition number. Moreover, 
under hypotheses (Hl)-(H3), 
IIV, - J*K’&,w,~~w~~e~ II = II AvP “‘(4 - w) - J,F’“‘W - w) II IIF - w II 
= IIW%9) -F(w) - JdF”‘W - ~1 II 
II F(w) - w II 
<& 
whence II 4 - J, II I G /I (4 - J*)MF,w,Fcwj II I - II MF,w,F,wj II 1 < 8 II MF,w,FcwI II 1,which tends to zero 
as w tends to z* with the condition that z = F(w) E uJ_,,s. 0 
4. The condition number of the straightforward algorithm 
Based upon the preceding lemmata, the following theorem establishes the main result: a fixed 
upper bound exists, such that every neighbourhood of the fixed point contains initial estimates 
from which the condition number of the next iteration of the straightforward algorithm remains 
below that fixed upper bound. 
Theorem 2. Under hypotheses (Hl)-(H5), a positive number K exists, such that every neighbourhood 
of the fixed point z* contains a nonempty subset of vectors zk,o for which IC~(A,~,~) < K and 
tcl(l - ALk,o) < ICY (I - J,) + 1. Thus, from such z k,O, the condition numbers of all listed variants of 
the straightforward algorithm for computing z k+ 1,o remain below a fixed upper bound. 
Proof. Let E denote any positive number, and let m, := max { II J!+ /I 1: 1 E (0, . . . , n - l}} + E. 
By Lemma 1, if 0 < II z - z, II 1 < d,, then II MF,r,,r II 1 < m,. Hence, a positive number 6; exists, 
such that if II IV - z* )I 1 < S:, then 11 MF,w,r 11 < m,, by continuity of the norm. 
By Lemma 2, if 0 -c (1 z - z* II < &, and 11 w - z* 1) < /&, then Jdet MF,w,r 1 > rs. 
By Lemma 3, it follows from the foregoing two conclusions that a positive number B exists, such 
that if0 < II z - z* II < min {L &,.} and II w - z* II < &, then II MF,zt,z II 1 < B, and, consequently, 
JQ(MF,A < m,.B. 
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By the bicontinuity of F, a positive number p < ps,, exists, such that if 0 < 11 w - z.+ /I < /?, then 
II w - z* II < Kr and 0 < IIF - z* II < min{&, &,). Because the condition number stays in- 
variant under multiplication of matrices by scalars, and because A, = [IF(w) - w I( - MF,,,Fcwj, it 
also follows that ~~ (4) < m, - B for such a W. 
By Lemma 4, such a w exists in every set of the type 
and such sets intersect every neighbourhood of the fixed point. 
By Lemma 5, a positive number 6’ exists, such that if w E B(z,, S’) nF_‘(U,.,,), then 
II A’ - J, II 1 < 8 II m&,w, II 1 < E. B. Finally, by continuity of the condition number, a positive 
number 8’ exists, such that if 11 A, - J, II 1 < 6”, then ICY (I - A,) < ICY (I - J,) + 1. 0 
Remark 2. Observe that if ICE (MF,zk,o,zx,l ) (which equals xl(Z) by homogeneity) remains bounded 
for systems (2.3) and (2.5), then so does ~c~(Az~,~) for systems (2.4) and (2.6), by virtue of Lemma 
3 and because det Az~,~ = det Z by subtractions of columns. Also, IC~ (A2zk,0) remains bounded for 
system (2.7), thanks to Eq. (2.7) and the convergence of 4,x,0 to J,. 
Remark 3. In the degenerate case where zk.2 - zk,l, . . . , zk,n+ 1 - zk, 1 span a linear subspace of 
dimension II - 1, the vector zk,O - zk,l lies in a subspace complementary to that spanned by 
zk.2 - Zk,l, ... ,Zk,n - zk, 1, which is approximately in the direction of the perturbation introduced by 
Gragg and Stewart to regularize the matrix Z, and which has here an additional interpretation as 
a preimage of z k,2 - zk, 1. The present results then assert that every neighbourhood of the fixed 
point contains a nonempty open set of such perturbations. 
Corollary. The condition number of the straightforward algorithm for Stefinsen’s acceleration 
remains below a fixed upper bound for all iterations from every initial estimate in each of the 
following two situations: 
(Sl) If n=landF~{R,@}andJ,#O. 
(S2) If n = 2 and F = R and J, has two complex conjugate but nonreal eigenvalues. 
Proof. In either case, [F” has no proper subspace invariant under J,. Consequently, every nonzero 
vector is cyclic with respect to J,, and, in particular, det (u, J, u, . . . , Ji- ‘u) # 0 for every u E P\(O). 
By continuity of the determinant and compactness of the unit circle 9” c R2 = C or 
Y” = { - 1, l> c R, a positive number s exists, such that ldet (u, J*u, . . . , J$- ’ u)l > s for every 
u E Y’ or 9’. Therefore, U,*,, covers all of IF’\(z,}, which means that every initial estimate 
w = zk,o E [F”\{z,} satisfies the proof of the preceding theorem. 0 
The result just established means that the condition number of the straightforward algorithm 
may remain below a fixed upper bound from one iteration to the next. Such a result contrasts with 
the earlier conclusion for the fast secant algorithm, the condition number of which diverges to 
infinity for every convergent sequence of iterations. The numerical examples in the following 
section corroborate such results. 
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5. Numerical examples 
The numerical examples presented here compare the fast secant algorithm to the straightforward 
algorithm for Steffensen’s acceleration in several variables, with two-dimensional and three- 
dimensional variations on an example by Henrici [7, p. 1171. Because all variants of the straightfor- 
ward algorithm agreed with one another, except occasionally in the last displayed digits, all their 
results appear here consolidated under the collective name of “straightforward algorithm”. All the 
computations illustrated here require little computing equipment: in the spirit of Henrici [S, 91, all 
succeeded on a Hewlett-Packard HP-48 pocket supercalculator, which carries twelve digits in the 
mantissa and retains fifteen digits during intermediate dot products and other matrix operations. 
Example 1. Consider the following variation on Henrici’s example, modified to satisfy the hy- 
potheses of the corollary, so that the straightforward algorithm converges uniformly stably during 
the entire sequence of iterations, while the condition number of the fast secant algorithm diverges 
and thus slows down the convergence. 
F 0 ( x = ;; + y2 -5y+2 Y > -y2+4x-3 ’ 
which has a repelling fixed point z* near (0.7,0.4). All starting from the initial estimate 
z. = zo,o = (0.7,0.4), the algorithms produced the following results: 
(F) The iterations of F,zo,F(zo), . . . ,F”‘(zo), diverge and overflow at 1 = 13, 
(FSA) The fast secant algorithm stabilizes near 
z20,0 = (0.747 309 214977,0.393 144 961754) 
(with oscilations in the last digits) after twenty iterations. 
(SA) The straightforward algorithm stabilizes after six iterations near 
zs,o = (0.747 309 214978,0.393 144 961764). 
The fast secant algorithm solved twenty 3 x 3 systems, with 340 operations, whereas the 
straightforward algorithm (2.7) solved 6 x 2 = 12 2 x 2 systems, with 72 operations. 
Example 2. Consider the following three-dimensional analog of Henrici’s example, which does not 
satisfy the hypotheses of the corollary, but nevertheless illustrates how the straightforward 
algorithm may converge faster than the fast secant algorithm. 
which has a fixed point z* near (0.8,0.4,0.1). All starting from the initial estimate 
z. = zo,o = (0.8,0.4,0.1), the following results illustrate the slower convergence of the fast secant 
algorithm: 
(F) The iterations of F, zo, F(zo), . . . , F “‘(zo), diverge and overflow at I = 15. 
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(FSA) The fast secant algorithm stabilizes after eighty iterations at 
z80,0 = (0.75043076001,0.411600619714,0.133676341563). 
(SA) The straightforward algorithm stops after six iterations at 
&jO = (0.750430760009,0.411600619713,0.133676341562), 
where F(z6,O) = z6,O to all displayed digits. 
Notice that for the same accuracy, the fast secant algorithm solved eighty 4 x 4 systems, with 
2880 operations, while the straightforward algorithm (2.7) solved 6 x 3 = 18 3 x 3 systems, with 306 
operations. 
Example 3. The present example illustrates how Steffensen’s acceleration in several variables may 
speed up Newton’s method near the intersection of transversal manifolds of multiplicities greater 
than one, where the Jacobian matrix may vanish entirely, and where Newton’s method converges 
linearly. Consider the following variation on Henrici’s example, with added multiplicities. Firstly, 
as Henrici [7, p. 1171, define 
Secondly, to introduce multiplicities, define the map 
X 
gy = 
0 ( 
UkYFU + U(X,YMX,Y)) 
+,Y)3*(1 + U(X,Y)) > * 
Observe that each of the two simple zeroes z* of f is also a zero ofg, but no longer a simple one, 
because the equation g(z*) = 0 corresponds to the intersection of the two transverse but multiple 
curves with equations U(X, Y)~ = 0 and u(x, Y)~ = 0. Finally, define the map F to simulate Newton’s 
method applied to the map g: 
which has a fixed point z* near (0.8,0.4). All starting from the initial estimate z. = zo,o = (0.8,0.4), 
the following results demonstrate how the fast secant algorithm may stall with already ill- 
conditioned problems: 
(F) The iterations of F, zo, F(zo), . . . ,F “‘(zo), stabilize after sixty iterations at 
z6,, = F “(zo) = (0.771844 506 347,0.419 643 377 606). 
(FSA) The fast secant algorithm passes through 
zlo,o = (0.784 058 536 077,0.411982 809 642), 
but then does not seem to approach the fixed point any more closely, and appears to diverge 
instead. For instance, z50,0 = (0.856 709018 741,0.374479 521023). 
(SA) The straightforward algorithm stops after three iterations at 
z3,0 = (0.771 844 506 35,0.419 643 377 61) 
requiring only 36 operations to solve 3 x 2 = 6 2 x 2 systems. 
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Conclusions. The numerical examples just presented corroborate the theory established in the 
preceding sections: 
(A) The condition number of the fast secant algorithm diverges to infinity at a rate inversely 
proportional to the accuracy of the estimates. 
(B) The rounding errors allowed by a large condition number may cause the fast secant 
algorithm to stall with ill-conditioned problems, or to converge more slowly than the straightfor- 
ward algorithm. 
(C) In contrast, under certain circumstances, the condition number of the straightforward 
algorithm remains bounded during all iterations. 
(D) In general, every neighbourhood of the fixed point contains an open subset of initial 
estimates from which the condition number of the next iteration of the straightforward algorithm 
remains below a fixed bound. Such a result explains why the straightforward algorithm may 
converge in a numerically robust fashion in many examples. 
The results just presented suggest that the economy of the fast secant algorithm may prove 
advantageous during the initial iterations, while the iterates still lie sufficiently far from the fixed 
point to keep the condition number below manageable bounds. As the iterates approach the fixed 
point, however, the smaller condition number and greater numerical stability of the straightfor- 
ward algorithm may then become necessary for the final iterations. 
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